
Warner Music Group Selects Contraxx to Manage 260
Artist Agreements  

Situation

Warner Music Group deployed Contraxx in the 1990s to track artist agreements post signature, providing 

Business Affairs with a database of contract royalties, rights, touring and merchandising. In 2010, the 

implementation was augmented with updated templates for artist recording agreements and new templates 

to track “360” deals, additional agreements with the artist covering touring and merchandising.

Solution

Ecteon implemented Contraxx with the Soap Client, where users entered data through the outline interface. 

The system tracked rights with comprehensive reporting on all rights with an artist across recording and 

360 agreements. The implementation assists Business Affairs in determining rights available for exploitation 

by WMG, research on rights and royalties questions, and expediting digital clearances.

Contraxx integrates with the WMG artist system. Agreements with new artists originate in Contraxx and 

the artist information is fed to the artist system to create the new Artist and reference the unique artist 

id in Contraxx.

Conclusion

Ecteon provided detailed tracking and reporting of all types of artist agreements at WMG. Contraxx 

continues to be used by Business Affairs for that purpose. 
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About Ecteon: Celebrating 30 years in business, headquartered in New York City, Ecteon recognizes that contract management is a complex function for most organizations, 
large or small. The company has extensive expertise and knowledge across multiple industries and offers CLM services to help clients optimize their contract management 
systems. Ecteon’s experience provides unique insights that enable customers to effectively and reliably manage their entire contract lifecycle. The company works with 
notable financial, entertainment and corporate businesses in the US and around the globe. For more information, visit www.ecteon.com.
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